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Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) is a predominant threat to the availability of online services due to their size and frequency.
However, developing an e�ective security mechanism to protect a network from this threat is a big challenge because DDoS uses
various attack approaches coupled with several possible combinations. Furthermore, most of the existing deep learning- (DL-)
based models pose a high processing overhead or may not perform well to detect the recently reported DDoS attacks as these
models use outdated datasets for training and evaluation. To address the issues mentioned earlier, we propose CyDDoS, an
integrated intrusion detection system (IDS) framework, which combines an ensemble of feature engineering algorithms with the
deep neural network.  e ensemble feature selection is based on �ve machine learning classi�ers used to identify and extract the
most relevant features used by the predictive model.  is approach improves the model performance by processing only a subset
of relevant features while reducing the computation requirement. We evaluate the model performance based on CICDDoS2019, a
modern and realistic dataset consisting of normal and DDoS attack tra�c.  e evaluation considers di�erent validation metrics
such as accuracy, precision, F1-Score, and recall to argue the e�ectiveness of the proposed framework against state-of-the-art IDSs.

1. Introduction

Recent advancements in communication technologies such
as long-term evolution, smart-grids, 5G, and the Internet of
 ings (IoT) have caused a tremendous increase in data
transmission because of many communicating entities.  e
number of devices might touch 29.3 billion by 2023, three
times the current global population [1]. Among these de-
vices, the IoT devices appear to be the most helpful am-
pli�cation platforms to launch cyberattacks because of their
large number and lack of security best practices [2, 3].  e

DDoS attack is a primary threat currently observed by most
service providers worldwide. In DDoS attacks, a malicious
actor �rst explores some vulnerable systems over the In-
ternet to control and use them to generate massive tra�c.
 en, it �oods the target system with the generated tra�c,
thereby disrupting the normal operations of the target
system.  e �rst most severe DDoS attack was recorded in
September 2016, when massive IP tra�c having a volume of
620Gbps originated from hundreds of thousands of IoT
devices. An even greater DDoS attack at 1.1 Tbps was re-
ported the same year. e DDoS attacks have grown severely
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over the past few years and have reached 2.3 Tbps in 2020
[4], resulting in extreme downtime of online services.

*emassive data generated by the current network requires
a communication channel to handle and transmit it efficiently,
securely, and reliable.*erefore, as cybersecurity events become
more sophisticated and frequent, an IDS must detect and tackle
those anomalies as quickly as possible. To do so, researchers
have devised various intrusion detection techniques in the
literature. For instance, researchers propose solutions such as a
signature-based intrusion detection system (IDS) to discrimi-
nate the DDoS traffic from a normal one. However, these
schemes are unable to classify new attacks.

Motivated by the challenges described above, the research
community has paid particular attention to applying state-of-
the-art machine learning (ML) models for detecting DDoS
traffic. ML provides various advanced tools and techniques to
predict cyberattacks using a quick and automated approach.
Nevertheless, one of the primary limitations of classical ML
techniques is the amount of data they can handle. In contrast,
deep learning (DL) can handle and learn patterns from a vast
amount of data. IDSs based on DL have been proven to be very
efficient and effective in identifying anomalies within IP net-
work traffic. However, existing DL-based IDSs have been
trained and evaluated using out-of-date datasets such as the
KDD99 or NSL-KDD dataset, publicly available from 1999 to
2009 [1]. *ese datasets do not reflect the recently reported
DDoS attacks in the current network environment [5–7].
Additionally, the existing architectures are more compute-in-
tensive, which can be improved significantly by optimizing the
feature selection to reduce the number of features for traffic
prediction, enhancing the detection performance.

Building on this observation, we propose CyDDoS, an
integrated IDS framework, which combines an ensemble of
feature engineering algorithms with a deep neural network to
effectively detect the most recent DDoS attacks while incurring
the least processing overhead. Specifically, it uses an ensemble of
feature selection based on a supervised feature ranking tech-
nique to enable dataset dimensionality reduction and lower
computation complexity. *e significant contributions of this
paper are as follows:

(1) We proposed a lightweight IDS framework, combining
the ensemble of feature selection algorithm with DNN
classifier, to improve the intrusion detection perfor-
mance while reducing the system processing overhead.
*e model is trained in 5 seconds, reducing 88% of
features from the original dataset while providing a
detection performance superior to 99.6% in most
considered metrics.

(2) To reduce the processing overhead, several ensemble
groups are evaluated, using different numbers of
classifiers, to determine the feature list that can
produce the best prediction performance.

(3) In the context of feature ensemble, we employed two
approaches that combine decisions from multiple

ranking algorithms into one. *e decision is made
based on a threshold that defines theminimumnumber
of classifiers thatmust agree on a feature or based on the
top ten feature weights.

(4) *e trial-and-error approach is used to optimize the
DNN hyperparameter and improve the detection
performance.

(5) We argue the efficiency of our proposed DNNmodel
against existing DL techniques using the CiCD-
DoS2019 dataset. *e dataset covers the most recent
DDoS attacks reported.

*e remainder of the paper is organized as follows: we
first highlight existing IDSs literature, followed by the de-
scription of our proposed system architecture. *en, we
present the results obtained, and, finally, the last section
draws the conclusion.

2. Related Work

*e research community has presented several detections and
mitigation solutions for DoS attacks since their first occurrence
in 1999 [8]. In this section, we briefly describe the existing
strategies that use ML for anomaly detection. A large number
of studies propose network anomaly detection schemes based
on the classical ML models. However, Doriguzzi-Corin et al.
[9] state that adopting classical ML-based techniques in the
“real world” is limited due to network intrusion challenges such
as traffic variability and high error costs. *erefore, recent
works have shifted their focus towards studying the effec-
tiveness of DL models in IDSs because they can handle large-
scale data and learn more complex patterns within that data.

For the reasons mentioned above, we focus only on DL-
based DDoS detection systems. Recent studies such as [10, 11]
and [12] propose a network intrusion detection solution based
on DL. *ese studies use the KDD99 (1999) or NSL-KDD
(2009) dataset to train and validate their proposedmodels. Yuan
et al. [13] presented DeepDefense, an anomaly detection
method based on DNN. *e model can learn the network’s
traffic sequence to trace attacks related activity. DeepDefense
leverages Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and Recurrent
Neural Network (RNN), which has proved to provide huge
performance improvement in terms of accuracy when trained
with a large dataset. *e authors used ISCX2012 dataset to
evaluate themodel’s performance, and the results demonstrate a
considerable reduction in terms of error rate compared to the
classic ML method. Since the datasets used in the said studies
are outdated, they do not represent the features and charac-
teristics of recently reported DDoS attacks [5, 6]. *erefore, the
previously mentioned intrusion detection schemes cannot be
reliably used to detect new threats in networks such as IoT.

Elsayed et al. [14] developed an IDS for the Software-
Defined Networking (SDN) environment. *e authors
combined RNN with autoencoder (AE) to improve the
DDoS detection accuracy. It uses the CICDDoS2019 dataset
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for training and validation. *e authors proposed a pre-
training based on an unsupervised approach and the fine-
tuning stage using supervised learning. *e AE is an unsu-
pervised model which produces a compressed representation
of the input samples to reduce the processing overhead. *e
proposed scheme achieves a substantial improvement in
terms of accuracy compared to existing systems. However, the
research did not discuss the performance details such as
model training time or samples classified for a given amount
of time. Similarly, “Kitsune” [15] uses an unsupervised ap-
proach based on AE for intrusion detection. Kitsune is a
lightweight real-time detection model that uses an ensemble
of autoencoders to collectively predict normal and abnormal
traffic patterns.*e experiments conducted using a Raspberry
PI system showed that this solution can achieve performance
similar to offline anomaly detection solutions. A lightweight
approach based on MultiModal Deep AutoEncoder (M2-
DAE) and a soft-output classifier are proposed [16]. *is
framework is optimized for the IoT environment and can
identify both known and unknown attacks.

Doshi et al. [17] developed a DL-based design for DDoS
detection in an IoTsetting.*e authors used network-specific
IoT behavioral features, such as reduced terminals and
constant arrival time between packets, for feature selection to
improve detection accuracy. Similarly, Ge et al. [18] deployed
an intrusion detection system for the IoT environment based
on a customized deep learning method. *is proposal
adopted the feedforward neural network (FNN) technique
with an embedding layer to perform multiclass prediction of
attacks. Furthermore, they developed a second feedforward
neural network model that implemented the transfer learning
technique to encode a high-dimensional categorical feature
and perform a binary classifier. Both classifiers achieved good
detection performance.

Doriguzzi-Corin et al. [9] proposed LUCID, a light-
weight online DL-based IDS. It uses CNN for making a
binary classification on three benchmark datasets. Although
the datasets allow for offline evaluation, they use a network
traffic processing technique that generates a spatial repre-
sentation of data to support online attack detection.
According to the authors, it can reduce the processing time
by 40X compared to its counterparts when deployed in a
resource-constrained environment while matching the high
accuracy of recent research. Nevertheless, this solution re-
quires a high retraining time to update the model’s weights
and biases using new traffic samples, exposing the network
to new DDoS attacks during this period.

Wang et al. [19] proposed an intrusion detection
framework to address network and host intrusions. Network
intrusion detection leverages the Stacked Denoising
AutoEncoder-Extreme Learning Machine (SDAE-ELM) to
address the slow training time and poor detection perfor-
mance of existing neural network approaches. *e host in-
trusion detection model is based on DBN-Softmax, aimed to
improve the detection effectiveness of host intrusion. Small-
batch gradient descent is used during the network training
and optimization to improve both models’ training efficiency
and classification performance. Experiments were conducted
based on several datasets to validate the higher performance

of this proposal against other classic machine learning ap-
proaches. SDAE is a powerful deep learning technique to
compress datasets. However, most of the datasets used in this
study are outdated, and the average detection performance for
binary classification still needs further improvements.

*e dataset used to evaluate an IDS model is critical for
determining the model’s reliability in detecting potential
DDoS attacks. Most of the existing DL-based strategies are
unable to detect recent attacks reported by the research
community due to the limitations of datasets being used for
training and evaluation [5, 6]. On the contrary, some recent
studies do consider datasets containing data related to recent
DDoS attacks. However, they pose a high processing
overhead for training the models and making predictions.
*e computational complexity of the detection system can
be significantly improved if the number of features being
used for training and detection can be reduced without
affecting the performance of the IDS. To solve the said issues,
we propose a DL-based IDS, which attains better DDoS
attack detection accuracy and requires less computing ca-
pacity compared to its counterparts.

3. Proposed Methodology

*e detection approach employs a discriminative deep
neural network mechanism that makes the binary classifi-
cation of the traffic sample. Figure 1 illustrates the general
solution block diagram, consisting of four steps: pre-
processing, feature engineering, building model and testing
accuracy, and classification.

3.1. Data Preprocessing. Preprocessing is the first step that
takes the IP traffic data as input and outputs cleaned data.
Data preprocessing is considered to be a critical task in
machine learning as it may significantly improve the effi-
ciency and effectiveness of the training process. It includes
some essential tasks such as removal of irrelevant data,
handling missing values, label conversion, categorification,
and data normalization.

3.1.1. Removing Irrelevant Features. *e preprocessing step
starts by removing irrelevant features. Features such as
“Unnamed: 0,” “Flow ID,” and “Inbound” do not add any
relevant information to the problem at hand. Features such
as “Timestamp” IP address and port number information are
related to IP socket or feature ID, which may cause the
model to overfit. Hence, we keep only relevant features and
remove the irrelevant ones manually. After identifying
relevant features, the next task in the preprocessing step is to
handle the missing values.

3.1.2. Handling Missing Records. *ere are several strategies
to tackle the missing values.*e proposed approach replaces
the missing values by the median of the corresponding
feature because it provides a better representation of the
majority value within the feature. Additionally, the median
provides a robust estimation when the data is skewed or
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contains outlier. Equations (1) and (2) depict the formula for
calculating the median of a series of values:

n + 1
2

 
th

, for odd n. (1)

(n/2) +((n + 2)/2)

2
 

th

, for even n, (2)

where n denotes the number of samples on the dataset.

3.1.3. Label Conversion. *is paper considers binary clas-
sification of network traffic as normal traffic or DDoS attack.
Mathematically, this function can be denoted as

f(y) �
Normal, for y � Normal

DDoS, for y≠Normal
 , (3)

where y denotes the data’s label.

3.1.4. Categorify. Columns that have discrete string values are
converted to integer category index. Category embedding is
used to process the discrete variable. Categorical variable em-
beddings were proposed recently in [20] to improve the pro-
cessing of discrete variables in neural networks (NN).
Compared to one-hot encoding, its benefits include reduced
memory requirements and higher processing speed. Entity
embedding also allows a neural network model to better
generalize for sparse data and unknown statistics. Our model
processes every numerical column with cardinality (amount of
distinct level or unique value) below nine thousand as cate-
gorical variables.

3.1.5. Normalization. Continuous values on the dataset have
an enormous difference range, leading to higher prediction
errors. Dataset normalization helps reduce classification
errors significantly and allows the model to converge faster.
We used the standardizationmethod (z-score) that scales the
features to have a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1.
*is approach enables the model to be less sensitive to
outliers. *e standardization is given by

σ �

������������


N
i�1 xi − μ( 

2

N − 1



, (4)

where σ denotes standard deviation, xi denotes the feature
value, N is the number of training samples, and µ represents
the mean and is given by

μ �
1
N



N

i�1
xi. (5)

3.2. Feature Engineering. *e CICDDoS2019 dataset is
composed of 88 features extracted from IP packets captured
using the CICFlowmeter tool. However, not all features can
equally contribute to DDoS attack detection. *erefore,
feature extraction is an essential step in ML as it reduces
dataset dimensionality issues. In the context of this paper, we
employ the ensemble technique using a different number of
feature selection techniques to extract features that con-
tribute the most to identifying DDoS attacks. *e ensemble
concept has been used for several years in the machine
learning field, which combines the results of several models
to outperform the model’s prediction performance based on
a single machine learning technique. Ensemble of feature
selection integrates several feature rankings algorithms to
produce the final list of features used by the predictive
model.

*e feature ranking techniques adopted are decision tree
(DT), random forest (RF), Gradient Boost (GBoost), Extreme
Gradient Boosting (XGBoost), Light Gradient BoostedMachine
(LightGBM), and CatBoost. *e DT creates a simple repre-
sentation of the dataset using the tree structure, where the
branch represents the observed data, and nodes or leaves
represent the class label. RF implements an ensemble of
multiple DT. Typically, it uses the majority voting approach to
compute the classification results as a combination of the results
of an individual tree. GBoost algorithm creates ensemble over
boosted DT through minimization of error gradient. Each
predictor is fitted on the residual error introduced by the
previous predictor to improve the overall model performance.
XGBoost, LightGBM, and CatBoost are variant implementa-
tions of GBoost aimed to tackle some inefficiency of the original
algorithm.

To determine the optimal number of feature ranking
algorithms that allow our deep learning model to achieve the
best classification results, we created four feature ensemble
groups, with each one consisting of three to six feature
ranking algorithms. We refer to each group as “ensemble
group x,” where x has the value of 1, 2, 3, or 4, as illustrated in
Table 1.

Different approaches can be employed within an en-
semble of feature raking to create the final list of features
from the lists of features proposed by each ranking algo-
rithm. To select a minimal restricted list, we first applied the

Data Preprocessing Ensemble Feature Extraction Training and Validation Classification

Dataset 
containing past 

traffic data

Adopted feature 
ranking algorithm:

Random Forest
GBoost
XGBoost
LightGBM
CatBoost 

Select Top 10 
Weighted features 

Train the model using 
the cleaned data

Validate and test the 
trained model

Classify incoming 
traffic

Normal DDoS

Remove irrelevant 
features and handling 

missing records

Categorify and 
normalize the data

Figure 1: CyDDoS processing flow chart.
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recursive feature elimination (RFE) on each ranking algo-
rithm to find the minimal number of features that enable
them to achieve the best predictive performance. RFE is a
pragmatic approach that selects features based on their
impact on themodel performance. It removes features one at
a time and computes the impact of the remaining feature
until it identifies the optimal minimum feature list. *is
approach generates one list of features per ranking algorithm
within an ensemble group.*e final feature list per ensemble
group was selected using a threshold, determining how
many feature rankers must agree on a specific feature.
Considering that the ensemble group consists of three to six
ranking algorithms, we defined a nonlinear threshold, cal-
culated by subtracting n algorithm from the list, where n is
calculated as the integer division of the total ranking al-
gorithm within an ensemble group by three, according to
Table 1.We refer to the list of features generated based on the
number of ranking algorithms that agreed on it as an
“ensemble list.”

*e list of features produced by each ensemble group is
used to train the DL model. However, according to Table 2,
ensemble group 1 and ensemble group 2 generated a list
consisting of only five features, which resulted in a poor
model classification performance. *e model trained based
on these feature sets achieved a low classification of 94% in
most considered metrics. *e reduced list of features was
generated because each feature ranking algorithm within the
ensemble group follows its own strategy to select or rank
features from a dataset, and it is not easy to have several
different algorithms to agree on the same features set. *is
issue occurred on the ensemble group having five and six
ranking algorithms.

A scenario might have occurred in the experiments
described above, where a feature obtaining high evalu-
ation weight by multiple models gets penalized because
the number of models that agree upon it is below the
defined threshold. We adopted the “Top 10 Weight”
strategy to select additional features according to their

total average weight within the ensemble group to address
this issue. Feature weight value indicates how much a
model believes it contributes to the overall prediction
performance. For feature ranking techniques such as
LightGBM and CatBoost, which evaluate the contribution
of features based on criteria other than the weight, we
converted this value to the weight by dividing it by the
sum of all values assigned to each model. *e average
feature weight within the ensemble group is used to sort
the feature list before selecting the top highest raked
features. Table 2 illustrates the feature produced by each
of the two strategies adopted. *e feature order does not
have any significance.

Each ensemble group generates two lists of features.
*ese lists are used to train three DL models. *e first and
secondmodels are trained based on the features illustrated in
the table above. A third model is trained using a feature list
created by merging the two lists above.

3.3. Deep Neural Network Architecture. *e proposed DL-
based intrusion detection model comprises an input, output,
and two hidden layers, as depicted in Figure 2. *e input
layer has 296 neurons. *e first and second hidden layers
consist of 200 and 100 neurons, respectively. *e network
computes the weighted sum from neurons on the input
layer, adds bias, and stores the results at each neuron on the
first hidden layer. CyDDoS adopts the Rectified Linear Units
(ReLu) activation function as it performs better than other
activation functions for the said problem.*e ReLu function
lies between the linear layers to turn all negative numbers
into zero and is given by

F(x) � max(0, x) , (6)

where F (x)� 0, if (x< 0), F (x)� x, if (x≥ 0), and x denotes
the activation value.

*e model then calculates the weighted sum plus bias
from 200 size vectors in the first hidden layer and stores it on
each neuron in the second hidden layer. Finally, the 100 size
vector arrives at the output layer, containing two units of
fully connected SoftMax, representing the probability of the
traffic sample belonging to the DDoS or normal category.
*e output layer makes a prediction based on Softmax,
which is given by [21]

σ(z)j �
e

zj


K
k�1 e

zk
for i � 1, . . . ,K , (7)

where z is the sample to be predicted and K is the number of
classes.

CyDDoS uses the Adaptive Moment Estimator (ADAM)
as an optimizer. A loss function measures the difference
between the actual value and the foreseen value. *e model’s
accuracy is higher if the loss is lower and vice versa. CyDDoS
utilizes the cross-entropy loss function to compare the
predicted values with actual values and adjust the hyper-
parameters based on those values. *e loss function is given
by [22, 23]

Table 1: Ranking algorithms in each ensemble group.

Ensemble group *reshold Feature ranking

Ensemble group 1 4

Decision tree
Random forest

GBoost
XGBoost
LightGBM
CatBoost

Ensemble group 2 4

Random forest
GBoost
XGBoost
LightGBM
CatBoost

Ensemble group 3 3

GBoost
XGBoost
LightGBM
CatBoost

Ensemble group 4 2
XGBoost
LightGBM
CatBoost
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L(y, y) � −
1
N



N

i�1


K

k�1
yi,k ∗ log yi,k  , (8)

where y and ŷ are the target and predicted values, respec-
tively, N is the number of training records, and K is the
number of classes.

Lastly, another essential aspect of any deep learning
model is the learning rate (LR), which defines how fast the
deep neural network learns. Choosing the correct LR (not
too high, not too low) is imperative as it helps the model to
converge faster and with higher accuracy. CyDDoS employs

the cyclical learning rate strategy [24], where boundary
values are defined for minimum and maximum values at
each layer. Cyclical learning rates allow a deep learning
model to achieve improved classification accuracy. Table 3
presents a summary of the parameters used in CyDDoS
model’s definition.

*e DNN is used to train the model because its main
advantages over classic machine learning are its ability to
extract different abstraction levels at different processing layers
without requiring human intervention [5]. Multiple layers
allow a deep learning model to automatically discover complex
correlations and mapping from the input to output data [25].

Table 2: Feature list selected per ensemble group and strategy.

Ensemble group Ensemble list Top 10 Weight

Ensemble group 1

Protocol Min Packet Length
URG Flag Count Init_Win_bytes_forward
Flow Duration ACK Flag Count
Flow IAT Mean Fwd Packet Length Min
Flow IAT Std Average Packet Size

Fwd Packet Length Max
Flow IAT Max
Flow Packets/s

Init_Win_bytes_backward
Flow IAT Min

Ensemble group 2

Flow Packets/s Min Packet Length
Fwd Header Length Init_Win_bytes_forward

Fwd Packets/s Fwd Packet Length Min
Min Packet Length ACK Flag Count
Average Packet Size Fwd Packet Length Mean

Avg Fwd Segment Size
Total Backward Packets

Total Length of Fwd Packets
Flow Packets/s
Flow IAT Min

Ensemble group 3

Protocol Min Packet Length
Total Fwd Packets Init_Win_bytes_forward
Fwd PSH Flags ACK Flag Count
Bwd URG Flags Bwd Packets/s

Fwd Header Length Fwd Packet Length Min
Bwd Header Length Flow IAT Min

Flow Duration Flow Duration
Fwd Packet Length Min Flow Packets/s

Flow Bytes/s min_seg_size_forward
Flow IAT Max Flow Bytes/s

Average Packet Size

Ensemble group 4

Fwd PSH Flags Min Packet Length
Bwd PSH Flags Init_Win_bytes_forward
Fwd URG Flags ACK Flag Count
Bwd URG Flags Fwd Packet Length Mean
FIN Flag Count Flow Bytes/s
URG Flag Count Bwd IAT Total
Subflow Fwd Bytes Flow IAT Std

Init_Win_bytes_backward Flow IAT Min
Fwd Packet Length Min Fwd Packet Length Min

Flow IAT Std Flow Duration
Fwd IAT Min
Fwd Packets/s

Min Packet Length
Packet Length Mean
Packet Length Std

6 Security and Communication Networks



3.4. Experimental Setup. To evaluate the proposed system, we
conduct experiments on an Intel-based system equipped with
Core (TM) i9-9900X CPU @3.50G and 128GB of RAM
runningUbuntu 18.04 -LTS. Also, the host system is equipped
with Nvidia TITAN RTX GPU, having 24GB of RAM. In
order to reduce the uncertainty of the final results, we re-
peated the experiment ten times. We use PyTorch v1.7 and
fastai v2. PyTorch is an open-source ML framework devel-
oped by Facebook’s AI Research lab. It includes an optimized
tensor capable of running on bothCPUs andGPUs [26]. fastai
is a higher-level framework built on top of the PyTorch
framework to provide cutting-edge features for building DL
models. *e primary purpose of fastai is to provide the re-
search community an abstract, easy-to-use, and high-per-
formance framework while preserving the low-level
components for flexibility to develop DL-based systems [27].

3.5. Dataset Description. Our study uses the CICDDoS2019
dataset [28, 29], developed and published by the “Canadian

Institute for Cybersecurity” in collaboration with the “Uni-
versity of New Brunswick.” *ese institutions have provided
high-quality datasets used by the research community for
several years [30]. It is available in both CSV andPCAP formats.
*e dataset contains over 113 thousand normal traffic samples
and over 70 million malicious flows, distributed over 13 classes
of recent DDoS attacks. *e dataset has been developed due to
the limitations of previous datasets used by existing studies. It
captures data related to application-level DDoS attacks that use
TCP and UDP at the transport layer, categorized as reflection-
based and exploitation-based taxonomy.

3.5.1. Reflection-Based Attacks. Here, the attacker hides its
identity and exhausts the victim resources using a legitimate
third-party node as a reflector server.*e attacker first sends
packets to the reflector server, using the victim’s spoofed IP
address as the source address. *e victim receives the replay
of this packet, and its ability to process it is reduced as many
reflectors server is used. Table 4 illustrates the different
DDoS attacks included on the dataset identifying their re-
spective category. According to the table, DDoS attacks such
as SNMP, DNS, NETBIOS, and LDAP can be executed over
both TCP and UDP protocols.

3.5.2. Exploitation-Based Attacks. Here, the attacker exploits
an application or protocol’s specific feature or weakness to
excessively consume and exhaust the target device resource
and bring it down [31, 32]. *e SYN Flood attack, UDP
Flood, and UDP-Lag are examples of exploitation DDoS
attack categories.

Furthermore, the dataset comprises training and test
data files collected on 12 January and 11 March 2019.
Training data contains 12 types of DDoS attacks, while the

So�max

Benign

DDoS

100 neurons

200 neurons

Output Layer
(prediction)

Hidden LayersInput Layer
(features)

296 neurons

Input Values

X1

X2

Xn

.

.

.

Figure 2: Deep neural network architecture of CyDDoS.

Table 3: CyDDoS model hyperparameters.

Model parameters Values
Input neuros 296
Output neurons 2
First hidden layer 200
Second hidden layer 100
Optimizer Adam
Loss function Cross-entropy
Activation ReLu
Output layer activation Softmax
Epoch 5
Bach size 1024

Cyclical learning rates lr_min� 1e− 7

lr_max� 1e− 4
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test dataset comprises only seven types of attacks. *e test
dataset does not include the same number of attack types as
the training dataset. However, it contains the port scan
attack, which is not part of the training set to study the
system detection capability for unseen attacks.

*e dataset is highly unbalanced; malicious traffic flow is
much higher than the normal ones. We utilize an under-
sampling technique that randomly removes records from the
dominant class to ensure unbiased learning and classifica-
tion. A balanced dataset is reliable and ensures that the
learning model extracts the correct features representation
from the input traffic patterns. CyDDoS makes binary
classification; it classifies the incoming traffic as normal
traffic or DDoS attack. It uses the 80/20 split of the dataset
for training and validation purposes; however, it chooses the
validation samples randomly. Finally, we employ the test
dataset to evaluate the model performance to assure a
truthful detection rate as the model does not have to access it
during the learning process. Table 5 illustrates the sample
distribution used in our experiments.

3.6. Model Training. *e base deep learning architecture
used to train several models is first created. *is model is
trained using 34 features obtained by merging all feature lists
produced by the ensemble of feature ranking. Extensive
experiments are conducted to learn the appropriate values
for different parameters. *e model achieved the best results
using two hidden layers with 200 and 100 neurons and a
batch size of 1024 samples when trained for five epochs, with
a duration of 10 seconds. Increasing hiding layer parameters
provides a very negligible improvement in accuracy com-
pared to the processing overhead.Table 5 illustrates the flow
distribution of traffic samples from the dataset used for
training, validation, and testing purpose.

4. Results and Discussion

Before discussing the obtained results, we first briefly explain
the metrics considered for assessing the appropriateness of
our proposed system in detecting DDoS attacks compared to
the existing state-of-the-art systems.

4.1. Performance Metrics. We use different performance
metrics to evaluate the appropriateness of our proposed
design compared to existing techniques. *e confusion
matrix is a commonly used metric to measure an IDS’s
effectiveness [5]. Many other essential evaluation metrics are
derived from it. Also, we consider metrics such as precision,
accuracy, recall, and F1-Score to argue about the effec-
tiveness of our model against existing ML-based DDoS
detection schemes.

4.1.1. Accuracy. is calculated as the ratio of correctly fore-
seen DDoS and normal flow over total flows:

Accuracy �
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
. (9)

4.1.2. Precision. can be computed as a ratio of true positives
over the sum of true positives and false positives:

Precision �
TP

TP + FP
. (10)

4.1.3. Recall. is calculated as the ratio of true positives over
the sum of true positives and false negatives:

Recall �
TP

TP + FN
. (11)

4.1.4. F1-Score. is determined as the balanced average be-
tween precision and recall:

Table 4: DDoS attack distribution according to category and transport layer protocol used.

Class of attack Category Transport layer protocol DDoS type

DDoS attacks

Reflection attacks

TCP MSSQL
SSDP

TCP/UDP

DNS
LDAP

NETBIOS
SNMP

PORTMAP

UDP
CharGen
NTP
TFTP

Exploitation attacks
TCP SYN Flood

UDP UDP Flood
UDP-Lag

Table 5: Flow distribution among datasets.

Dataset Flow type Quantity

Training Normal 45,534
DDoS 44,250

Validation Normal 11, 322
DDoS 11,102

Test Normal 52,231
DDoS 51,746
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F1 − Score �
2∗ Recall∗Precision( 

Recall + Precision
, (12)

where true positive (TP) and true negative (TN) denote
traffic correctly predicted, while false positive (FP) and false
negative (FN) represent misclassified traffic.

4.1.5. Receiving Operating Characteristics (ROC). is a graph
used to demonstrate the classification model performance at
every classification threshold; it plots the False Positive Rate
(FPR) and True Positive Rate (TPR). FPR is assigned to
abscissa and represents specificity, while TPR is assigned to
ordinate to represent sensitivity. Equations (5) and (6) in-
dicate the formula to calculate FPR and TPR, respectively.
From the equation, one can see that TPR uses the same
equation as recall. ROC curve provides an improved bal-
anced evaluation method because it considers the tradeoff
between positive and negative samples [33]:

FPR �
FP

TN + FP
,

TPR �
TP

TP + FN
.

(13)

In addition to the metrics mentioned above, area under
the ROC curve (AUC) represents the entire 2-dimensional
area under the ROC curve that indicates the accuracy of the
proposed system. AUC is calculated using the following
equation [34]:

AUC � 
1

0

TP

TP + FN
d

FP

TN + FP
. (14)

4.2. Select the Best Minimal List of Features. A set of twelve
additional experiments are conducted to select the best set
of minimal features list that allows our DLmodel to achieve
the highest classification performance. Table 6 illustrates
the accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-Score evaluation
results of each feature set. *e results reveal that the model
trained based on the Top 10 Weight list, produced by five
classifiers (ensemble group 2), provides the best classifi-
cation performance. From the results, our framework is
able to reduce 89% of features from the original dataset
while giving a classification superior to 99.6% on most of
the considered metrics. *is model is trained in five sec-
onds and is selected as the best model used for further
analysis.

*e ROC/AUC graph provides a visual illustration of a
balance between the classifier’s sensitivity and specificity; a
higher AUC value indicates better performance in terms of
prediction. Figure 3 shows the CyDDoS’s ROC, where the x-
axis and y-axis correspond to wrong and correct classifi-
cation rates, respectively. According to the figure, our
proposed solution obtains results near the optimal point,
where false positives are zero and true positives are one. *is
means that CyDDoS can correctly classify about 99.8% of
DDoS and normal classes.

4.3. Precision-Recall Curves. Precision-recall curves usually
measure the classifier’s quality, primarily when the dataset
is imbalanced. It depicts the tradeoff between precision
(relevancy) plotted on the y-axis and recall (completeness)
metrics plotted on the x-axis. Figure 4 reveals that
CyDDoS obtains a large area under the curve, indicating
that it achieves a high score in both recall and precision.
*e red dot line indicates the average precision rate, which
is 0.999.

4.4. Detection Performance. *is experiment calculates the
prediction performance based on the different number of
samples processed per second on CPU and GPU devices. To
the best of our knowledge, no approach was evaluated based
on the same testing environment to allow a fair comparison.
*e evaluation is performed based on test samples from the
CiCDDoS2019 dataset.

Figure 5 shows the time required to predict the different
magnitude of the dataset in the range of 2 to 100. Results
demonstrate that the CPU provides better performance than
GPU for a small dataset, having an average inference time of
9.6milliseconds per batch.

Furthermore, Figure 6 compares the number of samples
per second processed by the proposed model using CPU and
GPU based on different batch sizes. According to the figure,
the detection performance significantly increases with larger
batch size. *is parameter defines the number of traffic
samples processed by CyDDoS simultaneously at each it-
eration. As the batch size increases, more memory read is
required, while the number of iterations needed to process
all samples from the test dataset decreases. Performance
improvement introduced by GPU is noticed from a batch
size of 128 samples. *e results show that, using a batch size
of 16,384, our model can process around 519,885 samples
per second using GPU and 371,346 samples per second when
CPU is disabled.

4.5. Comparing CyDDoS Performance with Some Classic ML
Algorithms. To validate the efficiency of CyDDoS over
classical ML algorithms using the same benchmarking
dataset, we executed a new set of experiments to train the
four following algorithms: random forest, Logistic Re-
gression, Perceptron, and Gaussian Naı̈ve Bayes. Figure 7
compares our proposed system’s accuracy, precision,
recall, and F1-Score against the classical ML techniques.
As we can see, CyDDoS performs better than any classic
technique regarding the considered metrics. Among the
classical ML techniques, random forest performs best
because it is an ensemble of decision tree algorithm that
combines many decision tree models’ predictions into a
single model.

4.6.ComparisonwithDL-Based Systems. In addition to classic
ML techniques, we compare our proposed model against
existing DL-based approaches. Moreover, we consider ROC in
addition to precision, accuracy, recall, and F1-Score. Figure 8
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Table 6: Classification results achieved by each feature selection strategy within ensemble group.

Ensemble group Feature selection strategy Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score

Ensemble group 1
*reshold-based list 0.9319 0.9355 0.9315 0.9150

Top 10 Weight 0.9954 0.9956 0.9956 0.9950
*reshold-based list + Top 10 Weight 0.9950 0.9950 0.9950 0.9950

Ensemble group 2
*reshold-based list 0.9519 0.9540 0.9520 0.9515

Top 10 Weight 0.9962 0.9965 0.9965 0.9960
*reshold-based list + Top 10 Weight 0.9941 0.9940 0.9940 0.9940

Ensemble group 3
*reshold-based list 0.9198 0.9200 0.9200 0.9195

Top 10 Weight 0.9949 0.9950 0.9950 0.9950
*reshold-based list + Top 10 Weight 0.9910 0.9910 0.9910 0.9910

Ensemble group 4
*reshold-based list 0.9277 0.9325 0.9275 0.9275

Top 10 Weight 0.9877 0.9880 0.9880 0.9880
*reshold-based list + Top 10 Weight 0.9940 0.9950 0.9950 0.9940

Receiver operating characteristic/area under the curve (ROC/AUC).
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Accuracy F1Score Precision Recall

CyDDoS 0.996 0.996 0.997 0.997
Random Forest 0.985 0.985 0.985 0.985
Logistic Regression 0.797 0.795 0.811 0.797
Perceptron 0.749 0.738 0.797 0.749
Gaussian Naive Bayes 0.596 0.529 0.731 0.598
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Figure 7: CyDDoS versus classical machine learning.
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clearly shows that CyDDoS outperforms existing state-of-the-
art DL-based techniques regarding all considered metrics.
DDoSNet [14] discussed in the second section performs almost
near our model in terms of precision, as it combines a deep
learning technique called Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)
with an autoencoder; however, the CyDDoS achieves 1% higher
ROC. ROC is a preferable method to compare classifier per-
formance as it represents the classifier’s performance over the
entire class distribution range [35].

Metaclassification using decision jungle [36] combines
different classifiers for binary and multiclass classification.
Decision jungle acts as the metalearner that ensembles
multiple learners to achieve optimal prediction perfor-
mance. *is proposed approach achieves a precision of 0.99.
Kalman backpropagation neural network [37] is proposed to
detect DDoS in 5G-enabled IoT networks. *is model
achieved the highest score of 0.9749 in the recall. Finally,
convolution neural network-based IDS [38] obtained the
highest value of 0.954 in accuracy metrics.

5. Conclusion

DDoS is a predominant threat to the reliability of online
services and is experienced frequently by most service
providers worldwide. An effective DDoS classification
mechanism is required to prevent resource outages as a
result of a DDoS attack. However, very few studies consider
an up-to-date dataset containing data related to recent DDoS
attacks. Furthermore, the existing solution requires a high
processing capacity for model training and making
predictions.

*is work presents an integrated DL-based IDS
framework that effectively uses ensemble feature selection to
improve DDoS attack detection performance with low
processing overhead. Several ensemble groups are evaluated
based on different numbers of classifiers to determine the
minimal feature list that can produce the best prediction
performance. Our proposed model can reduce 89% of
features from the CICDDoS2019 dataset and is trained in
five seconds. Overall, the experimental results reveal that our

proposed design outperforms its competitors, attaining
accuracy of 99.6% and the ROC value nearly to 1, based on
the test dataset. CyDDoS can be deployed as an SDN ap-
plication and be integrated with the controller to provide a
highly accurate prediction of DDoS attacks.

CyDDoS performed a detection only of DDoS attacks,
which is one limitation of our framework. As future work,
we will improve the proposed IDS by incorporating a
controller to block DDoS traffic and allows the normal traffic
to be forwarded. Additionally, the model will be enhanced by
introducing adjustments to allow a multiclass detection of
the various attacks category. *e adoption of DL models in
certain critical AI applications, where the reliability and
interpretation of the model’s internal behavior are crucial, is
limited due to its black-box nature. To address this issue, as
future work, we will use the eXplainable Artificial Intelli-
gence (XAI) [39] technique to investigate the trustworthi-
ness and interpretability of CyDDoS and make
improvements if required.

Abbreviations

ADAM: Adaptive Moment Estimator
AE: Autoencoder
AUC: Area under curve
CNN: Convolutional Neural Network
DBN: Deep belief network
DDoS: Distributed Denial of Service
DL: Deep learning
DNN: Deep neural network
DoS: Denial of service
DT: Decision tree
FN: False negatives
FNN: Feedforward neural network
FP: False positives
FPR: False Positive Rate
GBoost: Gradient Boost
IDS: Intrusion detection system
IoT: Internet of *ings
LightGBM: Light Gradient Boosted Machine

Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score RoC

CyDDoS 0.996 0.997 0.997 0.996 0.998
DDoSNet[14] 0.990 0.995 0.990 0.990 0.988
Meta-classification/decision jungle [36] 0.970 0.990 0.970 0.978
Convolutional Neural Networks[38] 0.954 0.933 0.924 0.928
Kalman backpropagation NN[37] 0.94 0.9122 0.9749 0.943
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ML: Machine learning
M2-DAE: MultiModal Deep AutoEncoder
NN: Neural networks
ReLu: Rectified Linear Units
RF: Random forest
RFE: Recursive feature elimination
RNN: Recurrent Neural Network
ROC: Receiver operating characteristic
SDAE-
ELM:

Stacked Denoising AutoEncoder-Extreme
Learning Machine

SDN: Software-Defined Networking
TN: True negative
TP: True positive
TPR: True Positive Rate
XGBoost: Extreme Gradient Boosting.

Data Availability

Our study uses the CICDDoS2019 dataset [21, 22], devel-
oped and published by the “Canadian Institute for Cyber-
security” in collaboration with the “University of New
Brunswick.” *ese institutions have provided high-quality
datasets used by the research community for several years
[23]. It is available in both CSV and PCAP formats. *e
dataset contains over 113 thousand benign traffic samples
and over 70 million malicious flows, distributed over 13
classes of recent DDoS attacks. *e dataset has been de-
veloped due to the limitations of previous datasets used by
existing studies. It captures data related to application-level
DDoS attacks that use TCP and UDP at the transport layer,
categorized as reflection-based and exploitation-based tax-
onomy. [21] I. Sharafaldin, A. H. Lashkari, S. Hakak, and
A. A. Ghorbani, “Developing Realistic Distributed Denial of
Service (DDoS) Attack Dataset and Taxonomy,” in 2019
International Carnahan Conference on Security Technology
(ICCST), CHENNAI, India, Oct. 2019, pp. 1–8, doi: 10.1109/
CCST.2019.8888419 [22] “DDoS 2019 | Datasets | Research |
Canadian Institute for Cybersecurity | UNB.” https://www.
unb.ca/cic/datasets/ddos-2019.html (accessed Dec. 09,
2020). [23] V. Kanimozhi and T. P. Jacob, “Artificial In-
telligence based Network Intrusion Detection with Hyper-
Parameter Optimization Tuning on the Realistic Cyber
Dataset CSE-CIC-IDS2018 using Cloud Computing,” p. 4.
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